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Surveillance Capitalism- The Need for an
Electronic Bill of Rights
By Rex M. Lee
Surveillance Capitalism simply means that social media, smartphone and connected product users have
been monetized by data driven technology providers which include social media providers, telecom
providers, device manufacturers (“OEMs”), operating system (“OS”) developers and content (apps,
widgets, etc.) developers.
The smartphone and/or connected product user produces a valuable commodity in the form of
surveillance data (e.g. location data) and sensitive user data which can be described as a person’s personal
and professional “Digital DNA”.
Data driven technology providers are in the business of collecting, using, sharing, selling, purchasing and
aggregating their product user’s Digital DNA for financial gain at the expense of their product user’s civil
liberties, privacy, cyber security and safety since all parties concerned do not indemnify (protect) their
product users from harm.
Surveillance Capitalism may be OK within the prism of consumerism, however, using consumer grade
connected products within a confidential and protected environment is a threat to the product user’s:





Civil Liberties
Privacy
Cyber Security
Safety.

The Facebook Cambridge Analytica story coupled with the Mark Zuckerberg congressional hearings should
be a wakeup call for anyone who values civil liberties, privacy, cyber security, safety and business ethics.
Aside from social media services, connected products such as smartphones are supported by surveillance
and data mining business practices rooted in Surveillance Capitalism.
Surveillance and data mining business practices enable data driven technology providers the ability to
monitor, track and data mine the connected product user for financial gain at the expense of the product
user’s civil liberties, privacy, cyber security and safety.
Anyone who works within critical infrastructure (utility, public safety, oil & gas), the defense industry,
enterprise business and government needs to understand that any connected product supported by a
Surveillance Capitalism business model cannot be used within a confidential and protected environment
since the products are not private, secure or safe.
Don’t take my word for this claim, T-Mobile admits it:
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T-Mobile Admission: “We, too, remember a time before smartphones when it was reasonable to conclude that
when you activated service with T-Mobile that only T-Mobile would have access to our personal
information. However, with the Samsung Galaxy Note, the iPhone, and many other devices, there are indeed
a variety of parties that may collect and use information.” — T-Mobile Privacy Team (November 6th, 2015/FCC
Consumer Complaint #423849 Filed by Rex M. Lee/Public Record).

Confidential and protected telecommunications, data and information is governed by confidentiality
agreements, non-disclosure agreements (“NDAs”), industry & federal cyber security standards, federal
information processing standards (“FIPS”) and confidentiality laws that govern medical information, client
attorney privilege and classified information.
According to the T-Mobile admission, any business professional, healthcare provider, attorney,
government official, government employee or even a law maker who is using a smartphone or tablet PC
supported by the android OS or Apple iOS for official business is in fact inadvertently violating employment
related:








Confidentiality Agreements
NDAs
Industry & Federal Cyber Security Standards
FIPS
Laws that Govern Medical Information (E.G. HIPAA/HL-7)
Laws that Govern Client Attorney Privilege
Laws that Govern Classified Information

The civil liberty, privacy, cyber security, safety and technology product user exploitation threats associated
with the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident are systemic to all telecommunication and connected
products supported by surveillance and data mining business practices rooted in Surveillance Capitalism.
Additionally, the T-Mobile admission means that connected products such as smartphones, tablet PCs,
vehicles, TVs, PCs and other products of necessity are no longer private, safe or secure due to surveillance
and data mining business practices employed by the OS developers which include Google, Apple and
Microsoft.


“What good is a secure network of any kind if the devices supported by the network are unsecure?”

I’m here to tell you that civil liberties, privacy, cyber security, safety and business ethics are dead due to
predatory surveillance and data mining business practices employed by data driven technology providers.
Consumers of connected products and services have been turned into “uncompensated information
producers” who are being exploited for financial gain by the very companies the consumer patronizes
with their loyalty, trust and hard earned money.
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“The loss of privacy is bad enough but to be exploited for financial gain at the expense of civil
liberties, privacy, cyber security and safety is worse.”

Technology product users need an Electronic Bill of Rights to protect the product user from predatory
surveillance and data mining business practices employed by data driven technology providers such as
Google, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Samsung, Facebook and other tech giants.
Corporate Surveillance- Step Big Brother
Before we proceed, it is important to understand how we got to a point of needing law makers to pass
regulations to protect technology product users from companies that employ predatory surveillance and
data mining business practices which can be described as Corporate Surveillance.
Corporate surveillance rooted in Surveillance Capitalism poses a greater threat to civil liberties, privacy,
cyber security, and safety than NSA programs such as Prism (Edward Snowden) due to the fact that the
product user has been monetized.

Data driven technology providers such as Google, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Samsung and Facebook can
be described as “Step Big Brother” due to the fact that collectively these companies are conducting mass
surveillance and data mining on the public in addition to the government (“Big Brother”).
Addictive, Intrusive, Harmful and Exploitive Connected Products
Aside from predatory surveillance and data mining business practices, social media services, smartphones
and connected products are also supported by addictive, intrusive and harmful content such as apps which
are designed to enable the content developer the ability to exploit the product user for financial gain.
Don’t take my word for any of this, former and current senior executives & developers for Facebook,
Google and Spotify are publically admitting that they intentionally develop their products to be addictive,
intrusive and harmful so that all parties concerned can exploit the product user for finical gain whether
the product user is an adult, child, business professional, doctor, attorney, government official or even a
law maker:


Eric Schmidt Quote (Former Chairman of Alphabet Inc.- Google):
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o

"I actually think most people don't want Google to answer their questions [...] They want Google to tell
them what they should be doing next,"- Eric Schmidt Wall Street Journal 2010

o

“We don’t need you to type at all because we know where you are. We know where you’ve been. We can
more or less guess what you’re thinking about … Is that over the line?” – Eric Schmidt Fox Business
7.05.2016

Mark Zuckerberg (Co-Founder Facebook):

o

Zuckerberg: “Yea so if you ever need info about anyone at Harvard, just ask. ‘i have over 4000
emails, pictures, addresses, sns”

o

Friend: “what!? how’d you manage that one?”

o

Zuckerberg: people just submitted it. i don’t know why. they “trust me”. dumb f*#Ks”- Daily Mail,
March 19th, 2018

Sean Parker Quotes (Co-Founder Facebook & Spotify):

o

"It's a social-validation feedback loop ... exactly the kind of thing that a hacker like myself would come up
with, because you're exploiting a vulnerability in human psychology.“- Sean. Parker- Co-founder
Facebook/Axios- November 9th, 2017.

o

“God only knows what it's doing to our children's brains”- Sean Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017.

o

"The inventors, creators — it's me, it's Mark [Zuckerberg], it's Kevin Systrom on Instagram, it's all of these
people [data driven technology providers] — understood this consciously. And we did it anyway....”- Sean
Parker, Axios- November 9th, 2017.

Tristan Harris Quotes (Former Google App Developer), A Time Well Spent:

o

“The average person checks their phone 150 times a day. Why do we do this? Are we making 150 conscious
choices? One major reason why is the #1 psychological ingredient in slot machines: intermittent variable
rewards . . . Addictiveness is maximized when the rate of reward is most variable.”
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o

“By shaping the menus we pick from, technology hijacks the way we perceive our choices and replaces them
with new ones. But the closer we pay attention to the options we’re given, the more we’ll notice when they
don’t actually align with our true needs.”

Harmful Use of Personal and Professional Information (“Digital DNA”)- Facebook Cambridge Analytica

Up until the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident, Facebook users had no idea that their personal and
professional Digital DNA could be misused for nefarious purposes at the expense of their civil liberties,
privacy, cyber security and safety.
The mainstream media and lawmakers focused on the fact that Cambridge Analytica misused the
Facebook user’s Digital DNA in order manipulate the Facebook user to vote for then presidential candidate
Donald Trump.
In order to find out the real issue with the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident, law makers and the
media needed to focus on the legal process that supports online services such as Facebook and other
connected products supported by the android OS, Apple iOS and Microsoft Windows OS.
The real issue with the Facebook Cambridge Analytica incident is the collective published (online) and
unpublished (hidden in the product) terms of use that support the Facebook online service (platform) and
the Facebook apps which are preinstalled (“rooted”) into products such as smartphones, tablet PCs and
other connected products.
The collective published and unpublished terms of use that support social media services and connected
products are designed to protect the product developers from being sued even if they are negligent with
the product user’s Digital DNA.
During the congressional hearings, Mark Zuckerberg positioned Facebook as a naïve victim that was
exploited by Aleksandr Kogan (app developer/data broker) rather than admitting that Facebook was
negligent in regards to protecting the Facebook user’s Digital DNA from being misused by entities whom
purchase access to the user from Facebook.
Naïve Silicon Valley Senior Executive or Dr. Evil?
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Mr. Zuckerberg told congress that the Facebook terms of use clearly state that the Facebook user owns
all of their Digital DNA which includes all of the user’s sensitive user data, biometric data, photos, videos,
etc.
In addition, he implied that Facebook does not directly sell the Facebook user’s Digital DNA to any thirdparties which may be true if you put it those terms.
To protect their companies from being sued, data driven technology providers simply sell access to their
product users and paying customers by way of partnerships with companies that develop addictive,
intrusive, harmful and exploitive content such as apps which enable the developers to monitor, track and
data mine the product user for financial gain.
At the end of the day, Aleksandr Kogan simply cut a deal with Facebook allowing him to develop an
intrusive app enabling him to lawfully monitor, track and data mine the Facebook user for financial gain.
Mr. Kogan, then sold the Facebook User’s Digital DNA to Cambridge Analytica. Cambridge Analytica then
used the Facebook user’s Digital DNA in a way to manipulate the user into taking an action such as voting
for a presidential candidate based on the user’s personal preferences.
People only cried foul after the misuse of the Facebook user’s Digital DNA was brought to light. However,
data driven technology providers use artificial intelligence (“AI”), predictive analytics and suggestive
technology to manipulate the product user into taking an action such as purchasing a product, clicking on
a link or having a conversation with a chatbot that is mimicking real person.
A History of Consumer & Child Exploitation – Systemic Privacy Issues
The grim reality is that numerous Silicon Valley executives have become multi-billionaires by selling access
to the technology product user by way of partnerships with advertisers and/or data brokers such as
Aleksandr Kogan and/or Cambridge Analytica.
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Aside from Facebook, companies such as AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon, Sprint, IBM, Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Amazon, Samsung, Sony and BAIDU have adopted the Surveillance Capitalism business model.
For example, AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile and Sprint were recently in the headlines (June of 2018) for
selling their telecom subscriber’s location data to data brokers such as LocationSmart and Zumigo due to
the misuse of the telecom subscriber’s location data.
The LocationSmart and Zumigo revelation means that telecom providers such as AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile
and Sprint also support predatory surveillance and data mining business practices posing potential harm
to the telecom subscriber.
Why have so many blue chip companies adopted the Surveillance Capitalism business model at the
expense of their paying customer’s civil liberties, privacy, cyber security, and safety?
Answer, personal and professional Digital DNA is worth untold billions on the free market. The fact is no
company can generate billions in profits by giving away free apps or free online services such as social
media.
Unfortunately, a person’s Digital DNA is worth more money than can be generated by charging for apps
or social media services so to compete in today’s market many blue chip companies have found ways to
monetize their paying customers.
This all sounds good on paper but the reality is the fact that paying customers are now being exploited for
financial gain at the expense of privacy by way of products and services that require payment to
participate such as smartphones, tablet PCs, TVs and even automobiles.
Below is a personal and professional Digital DNA acquisition flow chart that shows how much of a person’s
Digital DNA is being collected, used, shared, sold, purchased and aggregated by data driven technology
providers:
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Clicking on “I Agree”- Predatory & Exploitive Terms of Use
How do data driven technology providers lawfully monitor, track and data mine their product users for
financial gain at the expense of their product user’s civil liberties, privacy, cyber security and safety?
Answer, when the product owner or product user clicks on “I Agree” to accept the collective published
(online) and unpublished (hidden in product) terms of use that support all products concerned.
Are we inadvertently clicking away our civil liberties, privacy, cyber security and safety when we click on
“I Agree”? In my opinion, “Yes”!
Most people do not realize that they are agreeing to published and unpublished terms of use when they
click on “I Agree”.
For example, when a smartphone user accepts their product terms of use by clicking on “I Agree”, the
user is accepting:
Published (Online) Terms of Use




Terms and Conditions (“T&Cs”)
Privacy Policies
End User Licensing Agreements (“EULAs”)

Unpublished (Hidden in Device) Preinstalled Terms of Use




Application Permission statements
Application Product Warnings
Interactive Application Permission Command Strings

The unpublished preinstalled application legalese explains how much surveillance the data driven
technology provider can conduct on the product user.
Additionally, the unpublished preinstalled application legalese also explains how much of the product
user’s surveillance data (e.g. location data) and sensitive user data can be collected, used, shared, sold,
and aggregated for financial gains by the data driven technology developers.
Examples of Unpublished Preinstalled android (Google), Apple, & Microsoft Application Legalese:
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The android (Google) OS, Apple iOS and Microsoft Windows OS are all supported by surveillance and data
mining business practices that enable many companies from around the world to monitor, track and data
mine the product user for financial gain.
Nearly 100% of all activity associated with the use of the product is recorded, collected, used, shared,
sold, purchased and aggregated for financial gain by Google, Apple, Microsoft and all relevant preinstalled
content developers.
As the result of the preinstalled content that supports products such as smartphones, there can be as
many as 15 or more multinational companies that are enabled to simultaneously monitor, track and data
mine a single smartphone user for financial gain.
Companies such as Facebook or even companies from China such as BAIDU can lawfully partner with
companies such as Google in order to monitor, track and data mine U.S. telecom subscribers by way of
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smartphones supported by protected (due process/4th amendment) telecom infrastructure governed by
the FCC.
Again, don’t take my word for it, review the preinstalled android- BAIDU- Facebook interactive application
permission command strings that support a Samsung Galaxy Note smartphone:

It is clear to see that predatory surveillance and data mining business practices employed by data driven
technology providers are out of control and pose huge civil liberty, privacy, cyber security, safety and
exploitation threats to product users.
Policy Change Proposal- Electronic Bill of Rights a Framework for Change
It is time that telecom providers, the FTC, FCC, and law makers institute policies plus pass legislation
designed to protect individuals, children and business professionals from data driven technology
providers that employ predatory surveillance and data mining business practices rooted in Surveillance
Capitalism.
The issues are too deep to get into in regards to a single article, so I will summarize the major civil liberty,
privacy, cyber security, and technology product user exploitation threats that need to be addressed by
telecom providers, law makers, the FTC, FCC, DOJ, state AGs and other relevant agencies:
1. Published (Online) and Unpublished (Hidden In Device) Terms Of Use- The collective published
and unpublished terms of use are impossible to read and understand prior to making a product
purchase and should be illegal
2. Unpublished Preinstalled Legalese & Product Warnings- It should be illegal to hide any legalese
including product warnings from product owners or product users
3. Forced Participation- Confusing and misleading published and unpublished terms of use force a
technology product user into participating in a highly exploitive surveillance and data mining
business model
4. Effective Consent (“Lawful Consent”)- Due to unpublished terms of use, I believe that technology
product users are not giving lawful consent enabling technology product providers to collect, use,
share, sell, purchase and aggregate the product user’s Digital DNA for financial gain
5. Misuse Of Artificial Intelligence (“AI”), Predictive Analytics & Suggestive TechnologyManipulating the product user into taking an action such as purchasing a product, clicking on a
link or voting for a presidential candidate should be illegal
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6. Preinstalled (“Rooted”) Multisource Data Mining Technology- Preinstalled multisource data
mining technology should be illegal
7. Acquisition Of Protected Telecom Related Personal & Professional Digital DNA- Telecom
subscribers are vulnerable to state actors whom can possibly circumvent a citizen’s due process
and/or 4th amendment rights by acquiring protected telecom related Digital DNA from companies
such as Google, Apple, Microsoft plus all relevant partners such as data brokers
8. Conflict Of Interest & Unfair Business Competition- Companies that compete in multiple
industries worldwide such as Google are enabled by the FTC and FCC to monitor, track and data
mine business professionals via telecom related products such as smartphones giving companies
such as Google a huge advantage over competitors
9. Protected (Due Process/4th Amendment) Telecom Infrastructure Governed By The FCCSmartphones and tablet PCs supported by the android OS, Apple iOS and Microsoft Windows OS
are not private, secure or safe forms telecommunications and computing
10. Confidential & Protected Telecommunications, Data & Information- Telecommunications, data
and information governed by confidentiality agreements, NDAs, industry & federal cyber security
standards, FIPS and confidentiality laws that govern medical information, client attorney privilege
and classified information
11. Purposely Designed Addictive, Intrusive, Harmful & Exploitive Technology- Addictive, intrusive,
harmful and exploitive technology should be illegal
12. Fraud Inducement (Misleading Advertising/Sales Process)- Ads for products such as
smartphones do not explain that said products are not private, secure or safe forms of
telecommunications and mobile computing
13. Child Privacy, Safety, And Exploitation- It should be illegal for any company to monitor, track and
data mine children under the age of 18
14. Harmful Use Of Personal And Professional Digital DNA- There should be legal recourse for
technology users when it is found out that data driven technology providers are misusing the
product user’s Digital DNA
15. Control Over Personal And Professional Digital DNA- Per products that require payment to
participate, the product user should be able to have complete control over all Digital DNA
produced by the use of said products
16. Uncontrollable Technology Products That Require Payment To Participate- Product owners
should be able to have complete control over any product that requires payment to participate
such as smartphones, PCs, vehicles, TVs, tablet PCs, voice automated products and the list goes
on………..
Rex M. Lee
Technology Journalist
For more information please visit My Smart Privacy at: www.MySmartPrivacy.com
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